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Abstract:

Purpose:

The role of inflammation and cytokines in AMD and anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (anti-VEGF) treatment remains unclear. Therefore,
this study aimed to examine whether anti-VEGF treatment for exudative Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD) affects aqueous flare value (an
indicator of inflammation), functional-morphologic parameters, and aqueous humor levels of cytokines or inflammatory mediators.

Methods:

We compared aqueous humor levels of 8 cytokines, growth factors (including VEGF), and inflammatory mediators in 43 patients who received
anti-VEGF treatment with aflibercept for AMD and 24 healthy controls by the suspension array method. In addition, we measured aqueous flare
values with a laser flare meter and Central Macular Thickness (CMT) and Macular Volume (MV) by optical coherence tomography.

Results:

The patient group had a significantly higher aqueous flare value than the control group. At baseline, CMT showed significant correlations with
aqueous humor levels of soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (sICAM-1), monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), interleukin (IL)-6,
and IL-8 and MV, with aqueous humor levels of VEGF, sICAM-1, MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-8. Moreover, we found significant correlations between
aqueous flare value and aqueous humor levels of MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8, and interferon-gamma–inducible protein 10. One month after anti-VEGF
treatment, the patient group showed a significant correlation between the change in MV and improvement in best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA);
CMT showed no such correlation.

Conclusion:

Inflammation  appears  to  be  involved  in  AMD.  Change  in  MV may be  an  index  of  improvement  in  BCVA in  patients  receiving  anti-VEGF
treatment for AMD.

Keywords: Age-related macular degeneration, Anti-VEGF treatment, Inflammation, Aqueous flare value, Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1,
Soluble intercellular adhesion molecule-1, Interleukin, Interferon-inducible 10-kDa protein.
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1. INTRODUCTION

About 10% of the population over the age of 50 show Age-
related  Macular  Degeneration  (AMD),  and  it  is  the  most
common cause of irreversible visual loss in this age group [1].
The main feature of neovascular, i.e., exudative or “wet-type,”
AMD is  Choroidal  Neo  Vascularization  (CNV);  this  process
results in sub- and intra-retinal macular edema, hemorrhage,
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and fibrosis, which together impair vision. CNV results from
the  inflammatory  and  angiogenic  responses  to  damage  that
occurs  in  the  outer  retinal  cells,  Retinal  Pigment  Epithelium
(RPE), and Bruch’s membrane [2]. This damage, which can be
caused by hypoxia, oxidative stress, and inflammation, induces
secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) by cells
of  the  RPE  and  growth  of  abnormal  blood  vessels  from  the
choriocapillaris of the choroid [3, 4].

The  involvement  of  VEGF  in  the  pathogenesis  of
neovascular  AMD  led  to  the  development  of  anti-VEGF
agents.  Currently,  4  such  agents  are  used  to  treat  AMD,
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pegaptanib,  an  aptamer  of  VEGF,  bevacizumab  and
ranibizumab,  anti-VEGF antibodies  and aflibercept,  a  VEGF
binding  agent  [5  -  7].  All  these  agents  showed  efficacy  in
improving  vision  in  AMD  in  large  multicenter  studies  [8].
However, sterile intraocular inflammation has been reported as
a potential side effect of anti-VEGF treatment [9]. Of interest
in  this  context  is  that  inflammation  is  found in  AMD before
treatment  [10].  For  example,  1  study  found  a  significantly
higher  aqueous  flare  value,  an  index  of  inflammation,  in
patients with AMD than in healthy controls [11]. The aqueous
flare  value  reflects  increased  protein  content  in  the  anterior
chamber,  which  results  from  the  breakdown  of  the  blood-
ocular barrier, including the Blood-Retinal Barrier (BRB), in
retinal diseases and treatments [12 - 17].

In a previous study, we found significantly higher aqueous
humor  levels  of  various  inflammatory  mediators,  including
cytokines, in patients with AMD than in healthy controls [18,
19]. Despite these and other findings, the role of inflammation
and  cytokines  in  AMD  and,  in  particular,  in  anti-VEGF
treatment remains unclear. Therefore, we studied aqueous flare
values, functional-morphologic parameters, including Central
Macular  Thickness  (CMT)  and  Macular  Volume  (MV),  and
aqueous  humor  levels  of  a  range  of  cytokines  and  growth
factors in patients with AMD who were receiving anti-VEGF
treatment. In addition, we evaluated whether these factors were
correlated with each other and compared aqueous flare values
with healthy controls.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Participants

We  performed  this  study  at  the  Department  of
Ophthalmology, Tokyo Medical University Hachioji Medical
Center,  Tokyo,  Japan.  The  study  was  approved  by  the
institutional  review  board  of  Tokyo  Medical  University
Hachioji Medical Center and conducted in accordance with the
Declaration  of  Helsinki.  All  participants  provided  written
informed  consent.

The  participants  included  43  patients  with  AMD  and  24
age-matched controls with healthy eyes. Patients were eligible
for  enrolment  if  they  were  receiving  their  first  treatment  for
AMD  and  were  treated  by  intravitreal  aflibercept  injection
(IAI,  Eylea,  2  mg  in  0.05  mL,  Regeneron  Pharmaceuticals,
Inc., Tarrytown, NY, and Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals,
Berlin, Germany) in the period from August 2015 to October
2018.  Exclusion criteria  were a  history of  glaucoma,  uveitis,
retinal  disease  other  than  AMD,  rubeosis  iridis,  ocular
infection,  laser  photocoagulation,  and  intraocular  surgery
(including cataract surgery and anti-VEGF treatment). At the
time of IAI, under topical anesthesia, we first collected 0.1 mL
aqueous humor samples from the anterior chamber with a 30-
gauge needle attached to an insulin syringe. We immediately
put the samples in sterile plastic tubes and stored them at -80
°C until analysis. After collecting samples, we performed IAI
through the pars plana (3.5 mm from the corneal limbus). To
prevent  infection,  we  subsequently  applied  an  antibiotic
ointment  to  the  eye  once  a  day  for  7  days.

2.2. Evaluation of the Fundus and Clinical Parameters

Patients  were  evaluated  at  baseline  (1  week  before  IAI)
and 1 month after IAI. At baseline, they showed an increased
number of orange-red lesions on examination of the fundus or
polypoidal lesions in indocyanine green angiography or both.
On  the  basis  of  the  results  of  the  fundus  examinations  and
indocyanine  green  angiographies,  we  diagnosed  typical
exudative  (wet-type)  AMD  in  23  patients  and  polypoidal
choroidal vasculopathy in 20 patients. No cases were found of
retinal angiomatous proliferation. At the baseline visit, we also
assessed  Best-Corrected  Visual  Acuity  (BCVA)  as  the
logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (LogMAR) and
performed  Optical  Coherence  Tomography  (OCT)  with  a
spectral-domain  OCT  apparatus  (Spectralis,  Heidelberg
Engineering,  Heidelberg,  Germany);  the  built-in  software  in
the OCT apparatus measured CMT and MV to within 6 mm.
Furthermore,  we  measured  aqueous  flare  with  a  laser  flare
meter  (FC-600,  Kowa  Co.  Ltd.,  Tokyo,  Japan),  as  described
previously [20, 21].

One month after IAI, we completed a full eye examination
(including BCVA, spectral-domain OCT, and aqueous flare),
assessed  vital  signs,  reviewed the  medical  history  (including
concomitant  medications  and  concurrent  ocular  procedures)
and assessed the safety of the procedure.

We  evaluated  the  change  in  BCVA  by  calculating  the
difference between the values measured 1 week before and 1
month  after  IAI.  As  measures  of  improvement  in  macular
edema, we calculated the percentage change in CMT and MV
(%DCMT and %DMV) as %DCMT or %DMV = (1− CMTpost

or MVpost/CMTpre or MVpre) × 100, where CMTpre and MVpre and
CMTpost  and MVpost  were the levels  of  CMT and MV 1 week
before and 1 month after IAI, respectively.

Aqueous flare was measured in healthy controls at baseline
and compared with the patients with AMD.

2.3. Measurement of Cytokines and Growth Factors

We  detected  the  following  substances  in  the  aqueous
humor  samples  with  capture  bead  kits  (Beadlyte,  Upstate
Biotechnology,  Lake  Placid,  NY),  according  to  the
manufacturer’s  instructions  (catalog  no.
HCYTOMAG-60K-08: VEGF, placental growth factor (PlGF),
platelet-derived  growth  factor  (PDGF)-AA,  monocyte
chemoattractant  protein  1  (MCP-1),  interleukin  (IL)-6,  IL-8,
and interferon-gamma–inducible protein 10 (IP-10), catalog no.
HCVD2MAG-67K-01:  soluble  intercellular  adhesion
molecule-1  (sICAM-1)).  For  the  analysis  of  PlGF  and
sICAM1, 25 μL of undiluted aqueous humor was incubated at
room temperature in a dark room for 16 to 18 hours overnight;
for the remaining factors, the incubation period was 2 hours.
Each  capture  bead  kit  included  a  reference  set  for  the
concentration  of  each  cytokine,  which  we  used  to  generate
duplicate  standard  curves.  The  levels  in  the  samples  were
measured  by  suspension  array  technology  (xMAP;  Luminex
Corp.  Austin,  TX)  [18  -  22].  The  levels  of  all  the  above-
mentioned substances were above the minimum concentration
needed for detection by suspension array, VEGF: 0.64 pg/mL,
PlGF:  0.37  pg/mL,  PDGF-AA:  0.64  pg/mL,  sICAM-1:  0.03
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ng/mL, MCP-1: 1.2 pg/ml, IL-6: 0.29 pg/ml, IL-8: 0.14 pg/ml,
and IP-10: 0.55 pg/ml. To avoid analysis errors, we analyzed
each  patient’s  samples  in  the  same  run  and  compared  them
with control samples.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

We  performed  analyses  with  SAS  9.4  software  (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA). Data are shown as
means  (SD)  or  frequencies.  Continuous  variables  were
compared between 1 week before and 1 month after IAI and
between patients with AMD and healthy controls by Student’s t
test.  Correlations  between  variables  were  evaluated  by
Spearman’s  rank-order  correlation  analysis  or  Pearson’s
correlation analysis, as appropriate. Statistical significance was
considered as p < 0.05.

3. RESULTS

The AMD group consisted of 27 men and 16 women with
a mean (SD) age of 73.2 (10.3) years (Table 1), and the healthy
control group consisted of 11 men and 13 women with a mean
(SD) age of 75.3 (4.8) years.

Table 1. Baseline clinical features of the AMD patients.

Findings AMD (N=43)
Age (years) 73.2 ± 10.3‡

Gender (female/male) 16/27
Baseline BCVA (logMAR) 0.50 ± 0.41‡

Baseline CMT (μm) 492 ± 227‡

Baseline MV (mm3) 10.6 ± 2.37‡

Aqueous flare value (photon counts/ms) 8.3 ± 3.8‡

AMD=age-related  macular  degeneration;  BCVA=best-corrected  visual  acuity;
CMT=central macular thickness; log MAR=logarithm of the minimum angle of
resolution; MV= macular volume; ‡Mean ± standard deviation (SD)

3.1. Examination of the Fundus and Clinical Parameters

Mean  (SD)  BCVA  was  logMAR  0.50  (0.41)  at  baseline
and  improved  significantly  to  logMAR  0.44  (0.40)  1  month
after IAI (p < 0.05) (Fig. 1A). Mean (SD) CMT was 492 (227)
μm at baseline and decreased significantly to 371 (171) μm 1
month  after  IAI  (p  <  0.001)  (Fig.  1B).  Mean  (SD)  MV  was
10.6 (2.37) mm3 at baseline and decreased significantly to 9.3
(1.67) mm3 1 month after IAI (p < 0.001) (Fig. 1C).

Fig. (1). Best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), central macular thickness (CMT), and macular volume (MV) 1 month after anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (anti-VEGF) treatment by intravitreal aflibercept injection; (A) Mean (SD) baseline BCVA was logMAR 0.50 (0.41) and improved
significantly  to  logMAR 0.44  (0.40)  1  month  after  anti-VEGF treatment  (P  =  0.041).  (B)  Mean (SD)  CMT was  492 (227)  μm at  baseline  and
decreased significantly to 371 (171) μm 1 month after anti-VEGF treatment (p < 0.001). (C) Mean (SD) MV was 10.6 (2.37) mm3 at baseline and
decreased significantly to 9.3 (1.67) mm3 1 month after anti-VEGF treatment (p < 0.001).
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Fig. (2). The comparison of aqueous flare value in patients with age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and healthy controls and between baseline
and 1 month after anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) treatment; (A) The mean (SD) aqueous flare value was significantly higher in
the AMD group than in the control group (8.3 [3.8] photon counts/ms vs. 6.1 [2.0] photon counts/ms, respectively; p = 0.012). (B) The mean (SD)
aqueous flare value showed no significant change from baseline to 1 month after anti-VEGF treatment (8.3 [3.8] photon counts/ms vs. 8.5 [3.7]
photon counts/ms, respectively; p = 0.310).

The  mean  (SD)  aqueous  flare  value  was  significantly
higher in the AMD group than in the control group (8.3 (3.8)
photon counts/ms vs. 6.1 (2.0) photon counts/ms, respectively;
p < 0.05) (Fig. 2A). However, it showed no significant change
from baseline to 1 month after IAI (8.3 (3.8) photon counts/ms
vs.  8.5 (3.7) photon counts/ms, respectively; p  = 0.310) (Fig.
2B).

3.2. Measurement of Cytokines and Growth Factors

At  baseline,  CMT  correlated  significantly  with  aqueous
humor levels of sICAM-1, MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-8 but not with

the levels of VEGF, PlGF, PDFG-AA, or IP-10; MV correlated
significantly  with  the  aqueous  humor  levels  of  VEGF,
sICAM-1,  MCP-1,  IL-6,  and  IL-8  but  not  with  the  levels  of
PlGF,  PDFG-AA,  or  IP-10;  aqueous  flare  value  correlated
significantly with the aqueous humor levels of MCP-1, IL-6,
IL-8, and IP-10 but not with the levels of VEGF, PlGF, PDFG-
AA, or sICAM-1) (Table 2).

One month after IAI, change in MV showed a significant
correlation with improvement in BCVA (ρ = 0.35, P = 0.022)
but the change in CMT showed no significant correlation (ρ =
0.15, P = 0.329) (Fig. 3A and B).

Table 2. Correlations of aqueous humor levels of cytokines, growth factors, and inflammatory mediators with aqueous flare,
central macular thickness, and macular volume at baseline in patients with age-related macular degeneration (N = 43).

Variable

Aqueous Factors/Cytokines
VEGF PlGF PDGF-AA sICAM-1 MCP-1 IL-6 IL-8 IP-10

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

r
P value

Aqueous flare -0.07
0.646

-0.12
0.418

-0.06
0.678

0.08
0.640

0.44
0.005

0.45
0.004

0.43
0.006

0.45
0.004
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CMT 0.30
0.071

-0.23
0.185

0.04
0.823

0.37
0.042

0.47
0.007

0.45
0.012

0.43
0.016

0.09
0.609

MV 0.47
0.006

-0.28
0.121

0.12
0.515

0.44
0.015

0.51
0.004

0.45
0.013

0.42
0.022

0.15
0.428

CMT= central macular thickness; MV= macular volume; VEGF=vascular endothelial growth factor; PlGF=placental growth factor; PDGF=platelet-derived growth factor;
sICAM=soluble intercellular
adhesion molecule; MCP=monocyte chemotactic protein; IL=interleukin; r=correlation coefficient. Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficients were calculated.

Fig. (3). Correlation between the change in central macular thickness (CMT) and macular volume (MV) and best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) 1
month after anti-vascular endothelial  growth factor (anti-VEGF) treatment; (A)  The change in CMT showed no significant correlation with the
improvement in BCVA 1 month after anti-VEGF treatment (ρ = 0.15, p  = 0.329). (B)  The change in MV showed a significant correlation with
improvement in BCVA 1 month after anti-VEGF treatment (ρ = 0.35, p = 0.022).

4. DISCUSSION

The present study found that the aqueous flare value was
significantly  higher  in  the  AMD  group  than  in  the  control
group, suggesting that inflammation is present in the eyes of
patients  with  AMD.  This  finding  is  in  line  with  a  previous
report  [11]  and  is  supported  by  the  finding  that  chronic
inflammation  affects  the  pathogenesis  of  AMD  [10].  BRB
dysfunction was detected before the emergence of the clinical
symptoms  of  AMD  [23].  Classic  CNV  is  characterized  by

growth  through  the  RPE  of  abnormal  blood  vessels,  which
disrupts  the  cellular  layer  that  forms  the  outer  BRB.  Taken
together, these findings indicate that the increased permeability
of neovessels in CNV impair the function of the inner BRB.

We also found evidence that  higher aqueous flare values
are  correlated  with  higher  aqueous  humor  levels  of  several
inflammatory mediators (MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8, and IP-10). The
cytokine  MCP-1  recruits  and  activates  monocytes  and
macrophages, and it plays a pro-inflammatory role in vascular

(Table 2) contd.....
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remodeling  by  promoting  infiltration  of  monocytes  and
stimulating the proliferation of smooth muscle cells [24]. Both
IL-6 and IL-8 are inflammatory cytokines. IL-6 is involved in
several  processes,  including  the  rearrangement  of  actin
filaments,  which  can  lead  to  the  emergence  of  gap  junctions
between  cells  and  thus  increase  the  permeability  of  the
endothelium  [25].  IL-8,  a  potent  chemoattractant,  activates
both  neutrophils  and  T  cells  and  is  produced  after  vascular
endothelial  cells  are  exposed  to  hypoxia;  it  was  found  to
promote angiogenesis and tumor metastasis [26]. IP-10, a CXC
chemokine, is released by macrophages, endothelial cells, and
fibroblasts; it is a chemoattractant for macrophages, dendritic
cells,  and  T  cells,  is  involved  in  type  1  immune  responses
mediated by T helper cells and generally activates cell-based
immunity [27, 28]. Thus, all 4 mediators found at higher levels
in the aqueous humor in our study play a role in inflammation.
As mentioned above,  aqueous flare  intensity  is  a  measure  of
aqueous humor protein, which increases after the disruption of
the blood-ocular barrier [12, 13]. These findings and our results
together  indicate  that  in  AMD,  the  aqueous  flare  value  may
increase because protein leaks from iridal blood vessels after
the  above-mentioned  inflammatory  mediators  disrupt  the
blood-ocular barrier. As a consequence, the aqueous flare value
can  be  used  to  estimate  the  effects  of  these  inflammatory
mediators.

This  study  found  no  significant  change  in  aqueous  flare
value from baseline to 1 month after IAI, which suggests that
anti-VEGF treatment does not reduce inflammation in AMD.
Generally,  VEGF  and  PlGF  induce  leukocyte  adhesion  and
chemotaxis and promote inflammation by binding to VEGFR-1
receptors [29 -  31],  and VEGF upregulates the expression of
inflammatory mediators, such as MCP-1, ICAM-1, and IL, by
binding to VEGFR-2 receptors and via nuclear factor-kappa B
[32  -  34].  In  an  earlier  study,  we  found  that  the  levels  of
MCP-1  and  PDGF-AA  in  aqueous  humor  were  significantly
decreased after anti-VEGF treatment [18]. Consequently, in the
current  study,  we  expected  to  find  that  the  levels  of
inflammatory mediators would decrease after IAI via effects at
VEGFR-1  and  -2  receptors;  however,  the  results  did  not
confirm  this  hypothesis.

Another of our studies found that the aqueous flare value
decreased  significantly  after  anti-VEGF  treatment  in  both
Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion (BRVO) and diabetic macular
edema (DME) [20, 21]. Therefore, we suggest that AMD does
not  impair  the  BRB  as  severely  as  BRVO  or  DME.
Furthermore, we propose that in AMD characterized by CNV,
anti-VEGF treatment might inhibit  CNV more than it  affects
the impairment of the BRB; this hypothesis may explain why
in the current study, anti-VEGF treatment did not reduce the
aqueous flare value in patients with AMD. In addition, the fact
that  in  eyes  with  AMD,  the  flare  persisted  after  anti-VEGF
treatment, which is an indication that local inflammation was
still present. In fact, Sato et al. [35] reported that levels of IL-6
and  IP-10  were  elevated  by  IAI  in  patients  with  AMD,
suggesting  that  local  inflammation  persists  after  IAI.  As
mentioned above, we also demonstrated that higher levels of
IL-6 and IP-10 in aqueous humor play a role in inflammation.
Therefore, local inflammation related to high levels of IL-6 and
IP-10  may  prevent  a  reduction  of  the  aqueous  flare  value  in

patients with AMD.

We found a significant correlation between the change in
MV but not  CMT and improvement of  BCVA 1 month after
anti-VEGF  treatment.  These  results  suggest  that  the
improvement of BCVA might depend on the change of MV, a
measurement that reflects the entire AMD lesion. Furthermore,
we found significant correlations between the aqueous humor
levels of sICAM-1, MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-8 and CMT and MV
and a significant correlation between the aqueous humor level
of VEGF and MV. VEGF increases angiogenesis and vascular
permeability in the retina by changing the arrangement of tight
junctions in  vascular  endothelial  cells  [36 -  38].  Researchers
suggested that  VEGF-related disruption of  the  BRB depends
partly on leukocytes because treatment of rat eyes with VEGF
inhibited  the  expression  of  ICAM-1,  which  is  expressed  on
leukocytes  and  promotes  their  adhesion  and  migration  and
prevents  the  breakdown  of  the  BRB  [39].  The  same  study
found  that  blocking  ICAM-1  with  a  neutralizing  antibody
suppressed  retinal  leukostasis  [39].  Taken  together,  these
findings  indicate  that  VEGF  increases  the  expression  of
ICAM-1 in vitro in capillary endothelial cells and in vivo in the
retinal  vasculature.  Thus,  increased  VEGF  production  may
increase  retinal  expression  of  ICAM-1  and  thus  mediate
leukocyte adhesion to retinal blood vessels. This hypothesis is
in line with the above-mentioned findings that VEGF induces
MCP-1,  IL-6,  and  IL-8  via  VEGFR-1  and  -2  receptors  [29  -
34].  Furthermore,  it  explains  how  the  suppression  of  VEGF
activity with an anti-VEGF agent decreases angiogenesis and
vascular permeability in a large area of the macula and why we
found  a  significant  correlation  between  the  improvement  in
BCVA and MV 1 month after IAI. When taken together with
the reports discussed above, our findings suggest that MV may
reflect AMD lesions and that a change in MV may be useful as
an  index  of  improvement  in  BCVA  in  patients  with  AMD
receiving treatment with an anti-VEGF agent.

The present study has several limitations. First, the number
of patients with AMD was relatively small.  Second, aqueous
humor  cytokines  were  evaluated  only  before  IAI  and  not
measured afterwards. Future studies should measure cytokines
also after IAI to further elucidate the pathogenesis of AMD by
examining the relationship between changes of cytokine levels
and both changes in the aqueous flare value and improvement
in clinical findings after IAI in patients with AMD.

CONCLUSION

In  summary,  in  our  study,  the  aqueous  flare  value  was
significantly  higher  in  the  AMD  group  than  in  the  control
group. At baseline, we found significant correlations between
the CMT and the aqueous humor levels of sICAM-1, MCP-1,
IL-6,  and  IL-8  and  between  the  MV and  the  aqueous  humor
levels of VEGF, sICAM-1, MCP-1, IL-6, and IL-8. Moreover,
we  found  significant  correlations  between  the  aqueous  flare
value and the aqueous humor levels of MCP-1, IL-6, IL-8, and
IP-10. The change in MV but not CMT showed a significant
correlation with an improvement in BCVA 1 month after anti-
VEGF  treatment  by  IAI.  These  findings  suggest  that
inflammation is involved in the pathogenesis of AMD and that
the change in MV may represent an index of the improvement
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of  BCVA  in  patients  with  AMD  receiving  anti-VEGF
treatment.
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